Utility of Colon Manometry in Guiding Therapy and Predicting Need for Surgery in Children With Defecation Disorders.
Colon manometry (CM) has emerged as a tool to evaluate children with defecation problems. Our aim was to evaluate the utility of CM in guiding therapy and predicting surgery in pediatric constipation. Retrospective review of children undergoing CM for 4 indications: constipation, fecal incontinence, post-surgical evaluation and chronic intestinal pseudo-obstruction. Variables included age, gender, follow up and CM parameters: gastrocolonic response (GC) and quality/quantity of high amplitude propagating contractions (HAPCs). medical, surgical or no intervention. response to change of therapy guided by CM, response to first intervention guided by CM (CMI) and CM predicting surgery (CMS). Response to therapy was classified according to study indication. 555 studies (448 patients, 54.4% female; median age 8.9y;) were included, 24% of studies were normal. Change of therapy guided by CM was associated with a high response rate (p = 0.003). Overall response to stimulant laxatives was 48% and was not associated with CM findings. Surgical interventions had a higher response rate than medical or other interventions (p < 0.001). We found no association between the CM interpretation and CMI, but an abnormal CM was predictive of surgery (p < 0.01). GC and presence/number of HAPCs were not associated with CMI or CMS. We also found no association between HAPC quality and CMI but partially propagated HAPCs were predictive of surgery (p < 0.001). Logistic regression analysis showed no factors associated with CMI, however longer follow up and partially propagated HAPCs were predictive of surgery. CM is useful in pediatric defecation disorders, although not predictive of successful medical intervention, an abnormal CM is predictive of surgery. CM should be performed only after medical interventions have failed and surgery is contemplated.